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1. Introduction. In this paper we use the following notation and conventions.

Euclidean «-space is denoted Rn and, by the n-cube 7" in Rn, we mean

{(xl!...,xn)|0gxig 1}.

The «-sphere, Sn, is considered as the boundary of 7n + 1. The combinatorial bound-

ary and interior of a cell B are denoted by dB and int B respectively. If F is an w-cell

lying in 7n then the interior of F relative to In will be denoted : int B, rel 7", or simply

by: intF.

Frequently we shall consider 7n as the product P~1xl. Ifp e I, then, to conserve

space, we shall write In~1xp rather than In~1x{p}. The symbol 77 denotes the

natural projection of In onto 7""1 xO.

Let/: K-^-I11'1 be a function whose domain K lies in In. We say that/can be

aligned provided there is a self-homeomorphism u of 7n such that nu/K^f, where

7" "l has been identified in the natural way with In ~l x 0. Thus, / can be aligned

provided it has an extension g mapping I" into 7""1 such that g is equivalent to 77.

In [2] it was shown that if K is a Cantor set in 72 and/: K -> I is a continuous map

such that/-1(0) = F: n (0 x 7) ar\àf-\\) = K n (1 x 7) then/can be aligned. In this

paper a corresponding result in higher dimensions is proved. The two main diffi-

culties are that K may hit dln and that, for n ̂  3, K may not be nicely imbedded
in In.

The latter possibility may be illustrated by letting K be a Cantor set which lies

in int 7n whose complement in int In is not simply connected. These exist for all

«^3, [4]. Let/map all of K to a point in int7n_1. Then/cannot be aligned [4,

Theorem 3E].

Thus, some sort of tameness condition on Tsf must be added. In §2 we define and

investigate such a notion for Cantor sets in 7n (n ̂  3). In §§3, 4 and 5 we prove the

main theorem of this paper, which is stated as Theorem 2 in §3.

In §6 we establish some miscellaneous results; a generalization of the main

theorem, a proof of its converse and another characterization of tameness in 7".

The authors thank R. Z. Goldstein and R. P. Osborne for helpful comments

during the preparation of this paper.

2. Tameness in I*. For completeness we begin with some well-known defi-

nitions and facts. An arc a in Rn or Sn is tame (in Rn or Sn) provided there is an
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ambient homeomorphism taking a onto a polyhedral arc and a Cantor set K in Rn

or Sn is tame provided it lies on a tame arc.

For Cantor sets in In, the following notion of tameness is introduced:

A Cantor set K in F is tame in In if K is tame in Fn and K n dln is tame in 8In

(where 8In is identified with 5n_1).

Nontame Cantor sets exist in Rn and Sn for every n except n = 1, 2; [1], [4]. In [3],

Bing characterized tame Cantor sets in F3 and recently Osborne extended this to all

dimensions ä3, as follows:

Osborne's Theorem [7]. A Cantor set K^Rn is tame if and only if for each e>0

there exists a collection of disjoint closed n-cells each of diameter less than e whose

interiors cover K.

A collection of cells satisfying the above conditions will be called a "nice

e-cover of ^Tin Rn". The result also holds with Rn replaced by Sn and, as Osborne

indicates in his proof, the «-cells can be required to be flat, as defined in [5].

Corresponding to this, if K is a Cantor set in F and e > 0, then a " nice e-cover of

K in F" will be a finite collection of disjoint closed «-cells lying in In whose in-

teriors, rel F, cover K such that each cell has diameter less than e and each one

intersecting dln intersects it in an (« — l)-cell.

Osborne's theorem suggests the following:

Theorem 1. A Cantor set K^ In is tame in In if and only if for each e > 0 there is a

nice e-cover for K in In.

Proof. Suppose K is a Cantor set in F such that for each e > 0 there is a nice

«-cover for K in F. Suppose e > 0 and Cx.Cm is a nice e-cover of K in F. Each

C¡ which meets dln can be "thickened" slightly to obtain a nice e-cover of Kin Rn.

Hence, by Osborne's Theorem, K is tame in Rn. Also the cover Cx,...,Cm im-

mediately yields a nice e-cover of K n dln in dln. Hence by Osborne's Theorem for

spheres, K n dln is tame in 81". Hence K is tame in F.

For the converse, suppose K is tame in F and e > 0. For convenience, denote

K n dln by K0. Let Cx,..., Cm be a nice e-cover of K0 in dln with (« — l)-cells. There

exist disjoint «-cells D'x,..., D'm in F each of diameter < e such that for each i,

D'i n dIn = C¡. Each D[ will be replaced with a cell 2)¡ which has the additional

property that 8D¡ does not intersect K.

The construction of Dx goes as follows. Since 8CX does not intersect K and since

Kis tame in Rn, disjoint cells Bx, B2,..., Bs can be chosen lying in int F such that

8Bi nlK=0,8D'xn K^ Uf= i int F¡, the diameter of D'x + \Jsi=x F¡ is still less than

s, and each int B¡ intersects D'x.

For each i, Kn F( = # n int Bt is tame in int B¡, so there is a homeomorphism

m( of Bi which is the identity on 8B¡ and moves Kn B¡ into int D'x. Let u be the

identity off U<=i •#■ and agree with «¡ on B¡. Then « is a homeomorphism and Dx

= u~1(D'x) has diameter less than e and its boundary misses K.
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Having constructed D2,..., Dm in a similar way, note that, if U denotes In

— (Dx u • • • u Dm) then K(~\ U is compact. Since K was assumed tame in Rn, it

follows easily from Osborne's Theorem that there is a collection of closed «-cells

Dm+u..., Dp lying in U, each of diameter < e, whose interiors cover K n U. Thus,

Di,..., Dp is a nice e-cover of K in 7n.

3. Aligning functions on I*. This and the next section are devoted to proving

the main result of this paper.

Theorem 2. Let K be a tame Cantor set in In («^3) and let f: K^-ln~x be a

continuous function such thatf~1(dIn~1) = Kn dln. Then f can be aligned.

In this section we align/on the boundary of 7n (and a little more). We start with

the following

Proposition. Let C be a Cantor set contained in pxIaSnxI («^1) where

p — (0,...,0,l)eSn. (Here for convenience we are considering Sn as

{(x1( ...,xn + 1)|2*<2 = l}0

Suppose that C misses Sn x {0, 1} and that g : C -> Sn is continuous.

Then there is a self-homeomorphism u of Snxl which leaves Sn x 0 and Sn x 1

(setwise) fixed and such that ttu restricted to C is g. (Here tt is the projection of

Snxlonto Snx0 andS" has been identified with Snx0.)

Proof. Roughly speaking, we are going to draw the graph of g running vertically

in S" x I and choose a homeomorphism of Sn x I which moves points of C onto

corresponding points on the graph. We begin by extending g to a map, also called g,

oïpxl into Sn. Define g((p, 0)) = g((p, \)) = (p, 0). It remains to extend g on in-

tervals of the form p x (a, b) ; briefly, this can be done by mapping p x (a, b) in the

obvious way onto the geodesic joining g(a) and g(b). (If g(a) and g(b) are antipodal

choose any geodesic.) The extension is continuous.

Partition pxl into subintervals px[au ai + 1], 0 = ai<a2< ■ ■ ■ <an + j = 1, which

are short enough so that g(px [au ai + 1]) does not contain the point antipodal to

g((p, ad)-
Define wx on Sn xI as follows. Fix (p, x) epx [a1( a2]. There is a unique "geo-

desic" rotation, denoted rx, which takes p onto g(x). (Uniqueness follows from the

shortness of [au a2).) Put

ui(s, x) = (rx(s), x)    if ü! S x ^ a2

= (ra2(s),x)   rf <ra á x á 1.

Then ux is a self-homeomorphism of Sn x I, it is the identity on Sn x 0 and aligns

gon Snx [au a2], i.e., if (p, x)epx [au a2], then t7M1((/>, x)) = (rx(p), Q) = (g(x), 0).

Next one constructs u2 which is the identity on Sn x [au a2] and aligns g on

Sn x [a2, a3], and the process is continued getting Mi,..., w„. The composition of

these ut is the required homeomorphism.
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The main result of this section is

Theorem 3. Assume the hypotheses of Theorem 2. Then there is a self-homeo-

morphism u ofIn such that u(K) misses ln~1x{0, 1} and ttu =/ on KC\ 8In.

Proof. Let C=K n 8In; since C is tame in 8In there is a homeomorphism u0 of

8In such that u0(C) lies in a straight line segment which misses F-1 x {0, 1}. Extend

m0 to a self-homeomorphism ux of F.

Consider 8In - (int p-1 x{0, 1}) as Sn~2xl where Sn-2x0 and Sn~2xl are

identified with F-1 x 0 and Z*-1 x 1, respectively. We may assume ux(C) lies inpxl

wherep = (0,...,0, l)eSn~2.

Define g : ux(C) -> Sn " 2 by g(«i(c)) =/(c). Since « - 2 ̂  1, the proposition applies

and we obtain a homeomorphism u2 oí Sn~2 x /such that -rru2=g on Wi(C) and such

that g(Sn -2 x 0) = Sn -2 x 0 and g(Sn "2 x 1) = Sn " 2 x 1. Extend u2 over all of 8In and

then over F getting a homeomorphism w3. Then u=u3°ux satisfies the conclusion

of Theorem 3.

4. Cell collections in I" and /""1 x 0. By virtue of Theorem 3, we may assume,

for the remainder of the proof of Theorem 2 that K misses the top and bottom

faces of F and that / is already aligned on 8In. The rest of the proof consists of

pushing the points of K n int F over their images in F "1 x 0. This is accomplished

by a sequence of successively smaller pushes, i.e., by a sequence of homeomor-

phisms which converge to a homeomorphism.

This section is devoted to constructing some collections of cells which determine

what part of int F to push and where to push it.

For each positive integer i, let #, be a nice 2"(i + 1)-cover of Kin F such that:

(1) No member of any #, meets F-1 x {0, 1};

(2) If C e Vi then f(K n C) has diameter < 2-(i+2> and

(3) ^l+x strongly refines &¡, i.e., if Ce #i+1 then there is a (unique) C e "^

such that Ccint C'(rel F).

It is useful to split up Wi as follows :

S, = {C e <€x | C n SF ^ 0},       ./, = {C e if, | C n 37» = 0}.

These are called the end cells and interior cells of fé^, respectively.

We now choose collections of cells in F"1 xO which will be used to align the

elements of the #,. These collections {D(C) \CeJ¿ and {D'(C) \CeSt} are to

have the following properties:

(1) Each D(C) and D'(C) is a closed (« - l)-cell in the interior of F "1 x 0 having

diameter <2_(i + 1).

(2) For each C,f(C n K)<=iat D(C) and D(C)^int D'(C).

(3) If Cx £ ./„ C2 e ./, (/<;') and Ca«=Ci, then Z>'(C2)cint D(CX).

Their construction depends upon the fact that if U is a closed subset of diameter

less than e in the interior of the convex (« — l)-cell H in F "1 x 0, then there are two

convex (« —l)-cells, U3 and Ui3 of diameter less than 2e such that i/cint U3,
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¡73cint Ui, and U^intH. The construction is inductive, using U to be some

f(C r\ K) and 77 to be either 7n_1 xO or a previously constructed D(C).

5. The sequence of homeomorphisms. The proof is now completed by con-

structing a sequence uu u2,... of self-homeomorphisms of 7n with the following

properties :

(A) If x g 7n then d(ut(x), wt + x(x)) < 2 " ',

(B) If x g 7" — K then there exists i such that »¡(x) -ui + i(x) = •• •,

(C) Each t/( is the identity on dln and there is an increasing sequence ilt i2, i3,...

of positive integers such that if C g Jip then there is a A: such that uk(C) = uk + X(C)

= ■ • •, and

(D) If k e K then d^u^k), f(k)) -s- 0 as i -> oo.

By condition (A), lim u¡ is a continuous function, u: 7" -*■ 7n. Conditions (B)

and (C) imply that « is a self-homeomorphism of 7" and condition (D) implies

that u aligns /

The construction is carried out inductively. To keep an already formidable

amount of notation within reasonable limits we shall merely set up the machinery

required for the general construction and produce ux and u2. The inductive step is

done in a similar way.

Choose an integer iy > 1 such that if F g Six and E<=E' e Sx, then f(K C\ E) is

interior to 77(F') in 7n_1.

If D is a cell in 7n_1 xO, then a cell in In of the form Dxj where J is a closed

interval in (0, 1) is called a pancake cell over D. For each FeJix choose pancake

cells Fand F' over D(F) and D'(F), respectively, of diameter less than \ such that F

is in the interior of F' and so that the F' are disjoint from each other and from the

elements of ix.

Denote by ux a self-homeomorphism of I" which is the identity on dln and each

term of Sh and which has the property that, for each FeJix, F=int ux(F) and

Mi(F)cint F', i.e., ux(F) lies between Fand F'. Furthermore, ux can be constructed

so that for each F' g gx, if w^x) g F' then x e E'.

Note for each k e K the distance from f(k) to nux(k) is less than ^.

We now construct u2 by moving ux(K) around inside the cells of Sx and the cells

Ui(F){oxFeJh.

Choose j > h so m Zj, and F" g êm, E'^Ee Sh implies f(K n F") c int 77(F).

If F is one such term of £{l and E' is the term of Sx containing it, then since

f(K n F)<=int 77(F') it follows that for each point x oïf(K n F) there is an e^>0

and a pancake cell over the ^-neighborhood of x that lies in int F' and misses each

term of iiv Using a finite covering of/(Tin F) there is a A: ̂7 such that 2"(fc+2) is

less than each ex used in the cover. Thus for each F in Jk that is contained in F

there is a pancake cell over D'(F) interior to E' that misses each term of Sh. Let

/c ='2*

Pancake cells Fand F' over 7J>(F) and F'(F), respectively, of diameter <| can be
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constructed for each F in ,/,2 such that F is interior to F', and F' is interior to

E' e Sx if F= Ux(F)^E' or F' is interior to the pancake cell G (for some G e Jh) if

ux(F)^G'. Furthermore, these pancake cells may be chosen so that the F' are dis-

joint and miss each term of Sh.

It then follows that there is a self-homeomorphism w2 of F which is the identity

on 8In, each term of Si2 and the complement of (J Sx + (J {^(F) | F e ./(J, which

takes each ux(F) for F e Ji2 between F and F', and which has the property that for

each E in Six if w>2(x) is in E then x is in E.

Letting u2 = w2ux we note that

(a) d(ux(x), u2(x)) < 1/2 for each x e F,

(b) if x i U {i71 Fe Jx}+ U ^„ then w2(x) = Ml(x),

(c) if C e ./^ then ux(C) = w2(C), and

(d) tf Are JÇ, then <*(/"(*), »niaflfc)) < 1/4.
The induction is carried out in the obvious way. In the "limit", conditions

(a)-(d) become conditions (A)-(D) which were stated at the end of section 4.

Roughly speaking, conditions (l)-(4) and the conditions on the Fand F' guarantee

that the next homeomorphism will not have to move points of ^tj very far.

This completes the proof of Theorem 2.

6. Further remarks.    Given « ̂  3, and m < n let Trm : F -> F be given by

KrÂXl, ■ ■ ■, Xn) = (Xx, . . ., Xm, 0, . . ., 0) 6 F.

Thus TTn-x is our tt. One then has the following generalization:

Theorem 4. If K is a tame Cantor set in F («¡£3) and f: K-> Im (m<n) is a

continuous map such that f'1(8Im) = K n 8In then there exists a self-homeomorphism

u ofIn such that Trmu=fon points of K.

To see this, let im : Im -> F "1 be given by

im((xx,..., xm)) = (xx,..., xm, 1/2,..., 1/2) e F"1.

Then the map im f: K^-I"'1 satisfies the boundary condition of Theorem 2.

Choose a u which aligns imf; then, also, for each k e K, Trmu(k)=f(k) as required.

The next result says that the definition of tame in F which we have selected is the

right one for our purposes.

Theorem 5. Let Kbe a Cantor set in F (n ̂  3) such that every continuous function

from K into F"1 ct7« be aligned; then K is tame in F.

Proof. Let/: K^ F"1 be a continuous function such that f(K) lies in

{(pcu...,xn-t) I Xj = 1/2},

f-1(dIn-1) = KndIn and f(Kn dF) = (l/2,0,..., 0)=/? e8In-\ Let u be a

homeomorphism of F which aligns / Then the restriction of u to 8In moves

K n 8In into the tame arc p x I hence K n 81" is tame in 8In. Extend m to a self-

homeomorphism w of Rn. Then w moves K into the hyperplane xx = 1 ¡2 in Rn. As is
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well known, a result of Klee [6, p. 36] implies that w(K), and hence K itself, is tame

in Rn.

By slightly modifying the proof of the last result we obtain the following charac-

terization of tameness in 7n.

Theorem 6. A Cantor set K<=In («^3) is tame in In if and only if there is a

homeomorphism of P taking K into 771/2 = {(x1,..., xn) \ xx = 1/2}.

Proof. The necessity of the condition is proved by aligning a suitably chosen

function from K into 7n_1. To prove sufficiency suppose u satisfies the above

condition. By the last part of the argument for Theorem 5, K is tame in Rn. It

remains to prove that K n dln, denoted C, is tame in BIn. Choose a homeomorphism

w of dln which leaves some point p e HV2 C\ 8In fixed and agrees with u on C.

We identify 8In-{p} with F""1 and (Hlt2n 8In)-{p} with Rn'2cRn-\ Then

wj(dln - {p}) is a homeomorphism of Fn_1 which takes C into Fn~2. Thus, by [6]

again, C is tame in Fn_1. This implies that K n 81" is, after all, tame in 8In.

As a result of Theorem 6 we have the following theorem. Its converse is false

since a wild Cantor set in dln is tame in F\

Theorem 7. Suppose K is a Cantor set in In. If K is tame in In then there is an

arc a containing K and contained in In such that a is tame (in Rn).

Proof. The theorem is clearly true if « = 2 so suppose «^3. Then, by Theorem 6

there is a self-homeomorphism u of 7n such that u(K) lies in an (n-l)-hyperplane,

77. But In n 77 contains an arc a which contains u(K) and since a lies in the (« — 1)-

hyperplane 77 it is tame in Rn. Thus u~l(a) is tame in Rn and 70= ¡j~1(a)<^In.
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